Hofer's metric is a bi-invariant metric on Hamiltonian diffeomorphism groups. Our main result shows that the topology induced from Hofer's metric is weaker than C 1 -topology if the symplectic manifold is closed.
Introduction
Let (M, ω) be a closed symplectic manifold. In this paper, we define the Hamiltonian vector field of H ∈ C ∞ (S 1 × M ) by ω(X H , ·) = −dH.
We denote the time 1 flow of the vector field X H by φ t H and the time 1 flow by φ H . φ H is called Hamiltonian diffeomorphism generated by H and we define the Hamiltonian diffeomorphism group Ham(M, ω) by
Hofer's norm of a Hamiltonian function
Then, Hofer' norm of φ ∈ Ham(M, ω) is defined by ||φ|| = inf φH =φ ||H|| and Hofer's metric on Ham(M, ω) is defined by
On the Hamiltonian diffeomorphism group Ham c (M, ω), we can considered C 1 -topology and the topology induced from Hofer's metric. In this paper, we compare these two topologies. We denote the families of all open subsets of these two topologies by O C 1 and O Hofer . We prove the following theorem. We use the following correspondence between symplectomorphisms which are C 1 -close to the identity and closed 1-forms on M . Let σ ∈ Ω 2 (M × M ) be a symplectic form defined by σ = (−ω) ⊕ ω and let λ ∈ Ω 1 (T * M ) be the canonical Liouville 1-form on the cotangent bundle. We can choose a neighborhood N (M 0 ) ⊂ T * M of the zero section M 0 and a neighborhood N (∆) ⊂ M × M of the diagonal ∆ ⊂ M × M and a symplectomorphism Ψ as follows.
Let ψ ∈ Ham(M, ω) be sufficiently C 1 -close to the identity. Then, the corresponding closed 1-form σ ψ is defined by
We fix a Hamiltonian function H ∈ C ∞ (S 1 × M ) so that φ H = ψ holds and a path ψ t of symplectomorphisms as follows.
In other words, σ ψt = tσ ψ holds.
Lemma 1 This path satisfies ψ t ∈ Ham(M, ω).
For this lemma, it suffices to prove that σ ψ is an exact 1-form. We choose a loop l t of symplectomorphisms as follows.
Then, the flux homomorphism of this path can be calculated as follows (see [1] Lemma 10.15).
The flux group Γ ⊂ H 1 (M : R) is known to be discrete ( [2] ). So, by making ψ sufficiently C 1 -close to the identity, [σ ψ ] becomes 0 ∈ H 1 (M : R). This implies that tσ ψ are exact and ψ t are Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. So ψ t is a path of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms between the identity and ψ and we proved Lemma 1.
Let K ∈ C ∞ (S 1 × M ) be a Hamiltonian function so that φ t K = ψ t holds. By making the path ψ t C 1 -small, we can make the Hofer norm ||K|| becomes arbitrary small. This implies that by making the neighborhood U C 1 small, we can make the Hofer diameter of U C 1 arbitrary small. So we can make U C 1 ⊂ V Hofer and we proved Claim 1.
